1. Introduction. In [1] we discussed the Dirichlet series -a La(s) = £ 02k + 1)-f, \2k+ 1,
where (-a/(2k + 1)) is the Jacobi symbol. We defined Ca,n and Da,n by (2) / \2«+l / \2n
La(2n + 1) = [^-J VaCa,n L_a(2n) = [jj AaDa,n and showed that these coefficients are rational for all a -1, 2, 3, • • • and all n = 0, 1, 2, ■ • •. We also showed how to compute them. We now wish to simplify these coefficients and calculations. Let We now assert that the ca,n and da.n are integers. Further, they satisfy simple recurrences on the variable n, and this simplifies their computation.
Consider first a short table of ca,n:   n   1  2  3  4  5   6   7   8  y  10   i  i  i  i  2  2  1  2  2  2   1   3  8  16  30  40  G4  96  126  158   ,3  57  352  1280  3522   7970  15872  29184  49410  79042   61  2763  38528  249856  1066590  3487246  9493504  22880256  48649086  96448478 The first row are the Euler numbers : 
It follows, if we put x = 2y and t = 2vi, in (9) that jr_ coa pp. --4y) __ y /^Y" In any case, the c"," and da,n are integral multiples of the c&," and ezV", respectively. It remains, then, to compute c&," and d¡,," for square-free b > 1. We showed, in [1] , that for such b we have o Lh02n + 1) = -77 E (kS2"+i(yk) , By such relatively simple recurrences we express cb,n idb,n) as a linear combination of the Cb.m idb.m) with m < n, and since Cb.o and <4,i are clearly integers, so are all of these numbers integers.
Further, for 6 = 1, we have the well-known recurrences for the secant and tangent numbers, cf. [3] :
and our Eqs. (22) are merely the appropriate generalization of these.
3. Comments. We have shown that the ca," and ba,n are integers, and we have shown how they may be computed. We do not wish here to develop an elaborate theory of these numbers, and will merely close with a few brief remarks.
A. Some authors have used a notation in which the secant and tangent number coalesce into a single series, thus : (25) Cl,n = En = A2n , dl,n = Tn = ^271-1 • We note, from (23), that a similar joining of c2,n and ii2,re or c6,n and d6,n is possible, because their recurrences fit together smoothly. But, in general, say, a = 3, 5, 7, etc., the ca,n and da,n obey quite different laws, and therefore it does not seem desirable to attempt a joining of the complete ca,n and da,n arrays. B. It is clear that properties of these numbers (mod m) may be attacked fairly generally through their recurrences (22). In a less systematic way such studies have been initiated by Glaisher [4] . 
